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—NOTES—

NON-SEPARABLE SOLUTIONS OF THE HELMHOLTZ WAVE EQUATION*

DONALD S. MOSELEY (Vitro Laboratories, Silver Spring, Maryland)

Abstract. A set of solutions not obtainable by the method of separation of variables
is presented for the vector Helmholtz wave equation in circular cylindrical coordinates
limited to non-angular dependence. These are constructed of Bessel and trigonometric
functions. For example, if A is the vector, the r-component of the simplest member
of the set is

A, = Ci[mrJ0(pr) cos (mz) + pzJ^pr) sin (mz)]e'"',

where Ci is an arbitrary constant, m and p are propagation constants, and co is angular
frequency. Brief reference is made to three-dimensional solutions in rectangular co-
ordinates.

Introduction. Vector and scalar wave equations appear in electrodynamics, in
elastodynamics, and in many other problems involving radiation of energy. During an
attempt to formulate, in closed form, the natural modes of elastic vibration of an iso-
tropic solid cylinder of traction-free surfaces and finite dimensions, the writer uncovered
some non-separable, simple harmonic solutions that are not described in the standard
works [1-8] on partial and ordinary differential equations. This brief paper is a presenta-
tion of these solutions in circular cylindrical coordinates, as befit the geometry of the
elastic problem, and the paper concludes with some remarks about non-separable solu-
tions in rectangular coordinates.

In vector form the Helmholtz wave equation is

[£ + k2] A = 0, fc2 = (co/c)2 (1)

where & is the vector Laplacian operator,1 co is 2x times the frequency, c is the velocity
with which a constant phase is propagated, and A is a field vector. Equation (1) repre-
sents three scalar partial differential equations customarily solved by the method of
separating variables.

In his elastic problem the writer assumed axial symmetry to avoid dependence upon
the angular coordinate. With this simplification the separable-type solutions of Eq. (1)
are

P)2Vi(pr)J (sin mz.

/ J oCp^l/si:
\iV0(pr)Ac<

sin mz
cos mz 'e~ i (3)

*Received December 12, 1963. This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Re-
search under Contract AF 49(638)-1148.

'This notation has been introduced in [9].
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where A, and Az are radial and axial components of particle displacement, p and m
are propagation constants related to co by the relation

Jc° = p2 + m\ (4)

and Neumann-type factors are not admitted because the origin must not be the site
of a pole.

Arbitrarily, the writer chose to restrict attention to motions that are symmetric
rather than antisymmetric about the midplane of the cylinder. This choice drops sin mz
and cos mz from Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively, leaving

Ar = C0Ji(pr) cos (mz)e~'°", (5)

At = D0J0(pr) sin (mz)e~"". (6)

The foregoing are standard solutions and well known.
Non-Separable Solutions. Preserving all preceding restrictions, namely, the ex-

clusion of Neumann functions and the symmetries about and along the axis, one can
demonstrate that the following pair are also solutions of Eq. (1) when Eq. (4) is true:

Ar = C1[mrJ0(pr) cos (mz) + pzJ1{jpr) sin (mz)]e~'"', (7)

Az = DilmrJ^pr) sin (mz) + pzJ0(pr) cos (mz)]e~'"'. (8)

One can likewise show that the following pair involving z2 and r satisfies the wave
equations:

A, = C2S [($zf + (mr)2]Ji(pr) cos (mz) + prJ0(pr)[cos (mz) — 2mz sin (mz)]}e~"" , (9)

A, = D2{p[(pz)2 + (mr)2]J0(jpr) sin (mz)

— rJiipr)^2 + 2m2) sin (mz) + 2p2mz cos (mz)]}e~'"'. (10)

A generalization of the foregoing solutions of the wave equation is given by

Ar = S + C2n+1,2arJ0(pr)] cos (mz)
n-0 a-0

+ [C2n,2Q+iJi(pr) + ^n+i^c+ir/oCpOksin (mz)}e~ia', (11)

= it, it r2nz2v{[D2n,2tJ0(pr) + D2„+li2„rJApr)] sin (mz)
n-0 a-o

+ [Dan,it+1J0(pr) + D2n+1,2a+1rJi(pr)]z cos (12)

where, for k2 = p2 + m2, the arbitrary constants Ci# ••• Du obey 8(n + l)(g + 1)
equations, which are indicated by

(2 n + 2)(2ri)C2n+2,2Q + (2 q + 2) (2 q + l)C2„,2<,+2

- 2(2n + 1 )pC2n+1,2q + 2(2q + l)mC2„,2s+I = 0, (13)

2(2 n + 2 )pC2n+2,2fl + 2(2g + 1 )mC 2n+l,2«+l

+ (2n + 4)(2n + 2)C2n+3,2„ + (2 q + 2)(2g + 1 )C 2n+l,2c+2 — 0, (14)

2(2*7 "t" 2)Tfl/C2«,2<z +2 2(271 -|- l)pC2n + l,2q + l

+ (2 n + 2)(2n)C2n+2,2Q+i + (2 q + 3)(2 q + 2)C2»,2<i+3 = 0, (15)
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— 2{2q + 2)mC2n+i,2(,+2 + 2(2n + 2 )pC2n+2,2a+l

+ (2n + 4)(2n + 2)C2„+3t2(I+1 + (2? + 3)(2g + 2)C2„+i,2<I+3 = 0; (16)

(2n + 2)2JD2n+2.2, + (2? + 2)(2g + l)Z)2„,2a+2

+ 2(2n + l)pD2n+1,2q — 2(2g + l)mD2„,20+i = 0, (17)

2(2/i 2)pD2n+2,2a 2(2g -f- l)wiZ)2n+i,2<z+i

+ (2n + 2)2D2n+3i2(I + (22 + 2)(2g + l)Z>,„+1.2,+2 = 0, (18)

2(2 q + 2)mD2n.2,+2 + 2(2n + l)pD2n+1,2q+1

+ (2 n + 2)2Z>2„+2,2a+i + (2g + 3)(2g + 2 )D2n,2a+3 = 0, (19)

2(2$ -f- 2)mD2„+li2a+2 2(2n -f- 2)pD2n+2,2<i+i

+ (2n + 2) -^2n + 3, 2a + l + (2g + 3)(2g + 2)Z> 2n+l,2a+3 — 0. (20)

Note as an example that Eq. (9) is a special case of Eq. (11), which results from
n — q — 0 and Coi = Ci2 = C2i = 03o " Oo3 ~ C31 = C13 ~ 0.

Note also that, from a mathematical point of view, Eqs. (11-20) are less than
general, being restricted by conditions of symmetry and of finiteness of function at the
origin.

In rectangular coordinates the writer has made an extension to three dimensions for
functions typified by Eqs. (7) and (8). In these coordinates we have

$A = iV2Ax + jV24„ + kV!i, , (21)

and the wave equation becomes

($ + k2) A = (V2 + h2){iAt + j Ay + k A.) = 0. (22)

Set

A. = (c.xX, YlZl + c2yX2 Y2Z2 + c3zXaY3Z3)e~i'", (23)

where X, , F,- , and Z, are functions only of x, y, and z, respectively. The x-component
of the wave equation is thus

(V2 + k2)Ax = Clx(j^ + y; +

(Y" Yn 7" \ lY" V" 7" \
+ c2y[f~ + jr- + §^ + k2jX2Y2Z2e~i"1 + c3z(jg- + f- + + tfjX^Z^"'

+ 2(oIX!Y1Z1 + c2X2Y'2Z2 + c3X3Y3Z'3)e-iu' = 0, (24)

and the conditions are that the four parentheses on the right of Eq. (24) be separately
zero for all x, y, and z. The first three are identical in form to the equation encountered
in the ordinary development of a solution by the method of separation of variables.
The fourth prohibits some solutions allowed by the first three, and, in addition, acts
as one equation of constraint upon the arbitrary constants c< .

Significance. The potential of these non-separable solutions for solving boundary
value problems is as yet unassessed and untested, but should emerge as their properties
and their applications are more fully explored.
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ON LINEAR EQUATIONS OF ANISOTROPIC ELASTIC PLATES*

By YI-YUAN YU (Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn)

1. Introduction. In a previous paper [1] a generalized Hamilton principle and the
associated variational equation of motion are presented for finite elastic deformations.
The principle is a generalization of the ordinary Hamilton principle in which only varia-
tions of the displacements are admitted. It is also a generalization of the variational
principle in elastostatics due to Hu [2]** and Washizu [3], and is similar to the latter
in that in both principles variations of the displacements, strains, and stresses are taken
independently and simultaneously. Various complete systems of equations of nonlinear
elastodynamics have been shown to be obtainable as the Euler equations of the gener-
alized Hamilton principle.

In this note the generalized Hamilton principle and the associated variational equa-
tion of motion for linear and anisotropic elastic plates are deduced from their counter-
part in general elasticity theory given in the previous paper [1], through expansion
of the displacement and strain in infinite power series in the manner of Cauchy and
Mindlin [4, 5] and by carrying out the integration in the thickness direction of the plate.
The Euler equations of the variational principle then yield the complete system of plate
equations of all orders as were obtained by Mindlin by a different procedure. Some zero-
order and first-order equations for an isotropic plate have been derived before [1] from
the generalized variational equation of motion.

*Received February 3, 1964. This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research of the Office of Aerospace Research, under Contract No. AF 49(638)-1290.

**The author is indebted to Professor C. S. Hsu for drawing attention to Hu's work.


